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The topology of fitness landscapes is critical for the efficiency and outcome of natural and directed

evolution. Thus far, fitness landscape topology has not been fully characterized due to the enormous

size of the sequence space. To meet this challenge, we formulate the physically grounded Optimal

landscapes in Evolution (OptiEvo) theory by viewing the particular biological system as (i) interacting

with the environment, (ii) utilizing nucleotides as variables, and (iii) optimizing a measure of fitness as

the objective. The two basic conclusions of OptiEvo theory are (1) fitness landscapes in a constant

homogeneous environment should not contain isolated local peaks (i.e., traps), and (2) the globally

optimal genotypes can form a connected level set of equivalent fitness. OptiEvo theory is based on the

assumption that biologically realizable gene changes can provide sufficient flexibility to explore the

local landscape structure in the process of evolution. Violation of this assumption through restrictions

on the gene changes can lead to the presence of local traps on the landscape. A comparison of the

biological predictions of OptiEvo with laboratory results in the literature broadly supports the validity

of the theory. The predictions of OptiEvo also have implications for the design strategy and outcome of

directed evolution experiments. OptiEvo is additionally discussed in the analogous context of recently

analyzed fitness landscapes in the chemical and physical sciences.
1 Introduction

The concept of fitness landscape has a long standing important

foundation in natural and directed evolution. In the case of

natural evolution, the genotypic fitness landscape represents the

mapping from an organism’s sequence space (i.e., the space of all

possible genotypes that can be created from the genome) to its

fitness value, which reflects the organism’s ability to survive in

a given environment.1,2 With this concept, natural evolution can

be viewed as an excursion over the fitness landscape, whose

topology is crucial for determining the efficiency and outcome of

evolution.

Fitness landscapes also play an important role in the practical

field of directed evolution, which has become a prevalent tool in

chemical biology and the engineering of proteins,3 nucleic acids,4

gene regulatory pathways,5 and metabolic networks.6 In these

studies, iterative rounds of mutation and artificial selection or

screening are performed to optimize one or more target
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properties (fitness). A fitness landscape in this context represents

the relationship between the fitness value and the associated

sequence space involving all the genes responsible for the target

fitness function. Here the topology of fitness landscapes is

important for developing an effective design strategy for the

experiments and ultimately determining the outcome of directed

evolution. For example, if the fitness landscape is globally

smooth and monotonic, then a locally-based search method

should be efficient in guiding mutations to reach the global

fitness optimum. If instead, the landscape is ‘‘rugged’’, then

optimization can become a complex arduous task. Similar

comments apply as well to the efficiency of stochastically driven

natural evolution in relation to fitness landscape topology.

The characterization of fitness landscape topology in natural

and directed evolution has been extremely difficult to establish,

because the total number of possible genotypes increases expo-

nentially with respect to the length of the gene/genome sequence

(this circumstance is also referred to as a combinatorial explo-

sion7). For studies that involve natural environments, conclusions

canbe further complicated bymany factors such as environmental

variation and heterogeneity. In recent years, laboratory evolution

of microorganisms (and some higher organisms such as the fruit

fly) under well defined conditions has provided valuable insights

and quantitative data.8,9 Advances in sequencing technologies

have further enhanced the ability to explore the diversity present

in evolving populations.10 However, the fitness landscape

topology cannot be fully resolved by laboratory means alone due

to the combinatorial explosion of genetic variations.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Intuitively, fitness landscapes should be complex and rugged

containing many local peaks and valleys of different fitness

values. Since these ‘‘valley genotypes’’ have unfavorable

competitiveness in natural evolution (or will not be selected

favorably in the screening step of directed evolution), a reason-

able conclusion is that traveling through such rugged fitness

landscapes can be very difficult and inefficient. Consequently, it

should be a rarity at best to observe any fitness convergence at

the time scale of the laboratory evolution experiments.11

However, some laboratory studies have shown that the same

fitness value can often be reached in repetitive experiments or

duplicate populations in the same environment.8 This is

a striking observation because the gene–gene and genotype-by-

environment interactions in even in the simplest organisms are

highly complex and nonlinear.

The numerous laboratory observations of fitness convergence

have left a puzzle to fully explain. Thus far, models have not

rigorously established the topological nature of fitness land-

scapes. Instead, they generally assume that genotypic fitness

landscapes have a globally rugged topology and then propose

mechanisms that allow for efficient escape from fitness

valleys.12–16 Although such intuitively drawn propositions often

appear reasonable, they do not constitute a theoretical basis for

evolutionary landscape topology. The only model that directly

addresses the landscape topology is statistically based.11 This

model argues that fitness peaks in high-dimensional landscapes

are statistically likely to be connected by ridges of similar height,

thereby alleviating the problem of population escape from local

peaks in some cases.

The primary purpose of this paper is to provide the first

physically-based theory for the topology of fitness landscapes in

both natural and directed evolution. An organism (or the target

gene(s) in directed evolution) is viewed here as a large open

system that interacts with its environment, where fitness is

determined by the intrinsic variable set of all relevant nucleotides

and the genotype-by-environment interactions. In this frame-

work, natural evolution corresponds to a stochastic process that

maximizes the fitness value by discovering the optimal variable

sets (the best genotypes). Directed evolution may also operate

stochastically or employ deterministic selection in maximizing

the fitness value. Whether natural or directed, this paper will

present the theory for Optimal landscapes in Evolution

(OptiEvo). Counter-intuitively, OptiEvo shows mathematically

that the topology of fitness landscapes inherently should be trap-

free when a proper genetic/genomic flexibility condition is satis-

fied. This key conclusion has significant implications for natural

evolution as well as the strategies employed in directed evolution

experiments.

An important consideration is the placement of OptiEvo

theory in the context of like fitness landscapes in the chemical

and physical sciences.17 Ultimately, the stochastically driven

evolutionary changes at the genome level are chemical trans-

formations with biological fitness consequences. In this regard,

the basis of OptiEvo theory is analogous to the laboratory

performance of chemical transformations for non-biological

applications. The latter transformations may arise from altering

the reagents in chemical reactions as well as varying the pro-

cessing conditions, catalysts and other relevant variables. In this

circumstance the notion of a fitness landscape refers to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
a resultant physical or chemical property as a function of the

associated variables. Recent work set out the latter OptiChem

theory and the characteristic nature of fitness landscape topology

in this context.17,18 Lying between OptiEvo and OptiChem is the

subject of directed evolution, which considers the imposition of

genetic variations typically to produce subsequent protein

mutations for enhancing a particular desired biological or non-

biological product. The key assumptions and principles of

OptiEvo and OptiChem theories are common to both with

similar conclusions for the topology of their associated fitness

landscapes. Two recent reports present OptiChem and provide

wide ranging support for its conclusions from findings in the

chemical and materials literature.17,18 The roots of OptiChem

may also be traced to the fundamental principles of manipulating

events at the quantum mechanical level leading to corresponding

observable property landscapes.19,20 The present paper will not

explore the full significance of these common landscape fitness

observations, but due attention will be given to directed evolu-

tion as it is closely allied to the practical consequences of

OptiEvo.

Two clarifications are important before presenting the details

of OptiEvo theory. First, the theory addresses only the topology

of fitness landscapes. Exploring the dynamics of evolution and

the relevant thermodynamic properties, although a closely

related topic, is not the objective of OptiEvo theory in this paper.

Second, the work recognizes the different perspectives on the

definition of fitness and fitness landscapes as well as their roles in

guiding evolution, especially in higher organisms.21 Here we will

express OptiEvo in the commonly accepted view that fitness can

be quantified by the population growth rate in laboratory

evolution studies of microorganisms. Importantly, the principles

and general evolution landscape topology conclusions of

OptiEvo theory are invariant to the choice of fitness function, as

explained below.
2 Optimal landscapes in evolution (OptiEvo) theory

The topological analysis of evolution landscapes with OptiEvo

can be performed by treating the particular biological system

either classically22 or quantum-mechanically,23,24 with the basic

conclusions relevant to evolution being the same. In this regard,

we have recently employed the quantum mechanical framework

to develop OptiChem theory and study the topological proper-

ties of fitness landscapes in chemical/material synthesis and

property optimization.17,18 In the establishment of OptiEvo it is

natural to take a classical view using the framework of proba-

bility theory (see ESI A.1–A.4† for additional mathematical

details). Here we will describe the biological context of OptiEvo

theory in the case of natural evolution. The landscape analysis

for directed evolution is mathematically analogous to that of

natural evolution, except that a shorter nucleotide sequence is

usually exploited along with the application of a statistically

imposed fitness function. Although the treatment below will

focus on the case of natural evolution, the analogous implica-

tions for directed evolution will be mentioned where appropriate.

In OptiEvo theory, an organism’s population with N individ-

uals is represented by a set of variables G ¼ (g1,., gN). Here

gi ¼ {n1, ., nri, .,nRi
} is an Ri-dimensional vector that defines

all the variables (nucleotides, with nri being 1, 2, 3 or 4) of the i-th
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 900–906 | 901
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individual organism in the population and Ri is the genome

length of this individual. The state of a population, when inter-

acting with a particular environment, is then represented by

a probability distribution rG(u), where u is a point that lies in the

space U containing all biologically relevant degrees of freedom

for the population. With these definitions, the fitness value J can

be viewed as a characteristic physical observable of the pop-

ulation, which can always be described by the expectation value

of the fitness function f(u) defined over U:25

JðrGÞ ¼
ð

U

f ðuÞrGðuÞ du: (1)

Note that this equation is not a model. Rather, it is a truism

from statistics, which applies universally to any classical physical

observable. Moreover, the theory may additionally encompass

thermodynamic objective functions.22 The explicit structure ofU,

f(u) and rG(u) will be unknown for any organism. However, this

detailed knowledge is not necessary, since the fundamental

topological properties of the fitness landscapes for open biolog-

ical systems hold for arbitrary specification of these objects.22–24

The goal of this work is to determine the general factors that

establish evolutionary landscape topology, and this goal may be

reached consistent with the latter comment. Importantly, the set

of all possible probability distributions PU over U forms

a convex set (see ESI A.2†), which is critical to the landscape

topological properties shown below.

In an individual step of evolution, a change of the population

G / G0 occurs (via gene mutations, deletions, insertions, etc.),

leading to a transformation of the probability distribution

rG / rG0 and consequently a change of the fitness value

J(rG)/ J(rG0). From an optimization perspective, the process of

evolution can be viewed as seeking the best variable set(s) G* to

maximize the objective function J(rG).

The fitness function J(rG) in eqn (1) has two inherent mathe-

matical properties: (a) linearity with respect to rG (despite the

general nonlinearity of rG(u) and f(u) with respect to u and the

complex dependence of rG upon G) or more generally, its

concavity as a functional of rG, and (b) specification over

a convex domain of all probability distributions PU. Based on

these properties, ESI A.3† presents a mathematical proof of the

two main conclusions of OptiEvo theory on the topology of such

landscapes: (1) The fitness function J(rG) only has global maxima

on F, which is the union of all possible genotypes G; local

maxima do not exist. (2) The global maximum manifold (i.e., the

set of optimal genotypes G*) is a connected level set with the same

fitness value. To draw these conclusions no further specific

knowledge of J(rG) is needed beyond the generic form in eqn (1).

In order to reach the two OptiEvo conclusions in realistic

cases, starting from any population G, it is required that the

collection of physically realizable transformations G / G0

provide sufficient coverage of all important local directions on

the fitness landscape J(rG) around rG (see ESI A.3 and A.4†).

This assumption means that the genome structure, the accessible

gene changes, and the genotype-to-environment interactions

allow for sufficient flexibility, so that the neighboring fitness

landscape around J(rG) can be freely explored. Importantly, we

emphasize that this sufficient flexibility condition, in itself, would

still allow for local suboptimal maxima on the landscape. Only
902 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 900–906
when this condition is combined with the inherent topological

properties of eqn(1), can the conclusions (1) and (2) of OptiEvo

theory be reached. In natural and especially directed evolution,

the types of gene changes G / G0 may be restricted. Such limi-

tations in some circumstances may obviate the two conclusions

above to create local traps in the genotypic-fitness landscape by

blocking critical evolutionary pathways (e.g., in certain cases of

epistasis, which will be discussed later). Since these traps will not

exist if the sufficient flexibility condition is satisfied, we call them

false traps.

Since an explicit physical description of the fitness of an

organism’s population in relation to its genotype is practically

impossible to attain, we cannot a priori determine mathemati-

cally whether the sufficient flexibility condition is satisfied in

evolution. Thus, to perform a useful assessment, below we

compare several biological predictions of OptiEvo theory with

results from evolution experiments in the literature. The

observed consistency of the predictions and the empirical find-

ings indicates that OptiEvo theory can explain a broad variety of

evolution experiments, and we conclude that the sufficient flex-

ibility condition is satisfied in many evolution processes. In the

case of directed evolution the satisfaction of the sufficient flexi-

bility condition could be problematic due to the imposition of

more restricted genetic changes. Exploring directed evolution in

detail is beyond the scope of this work. However, the OptiEvo

theory predictions below provide a basis to assess the adequacy

of the chosen genetic variations for particular directed evolution

applications.

3 Predictions of OptiEvo theory

Upon consideration of the sufficient flexibility condition and its

consequences summarized above (see ESI A† for further details),

four general predictions stem from OptiEvo theory for the

process of evolution:

(a) Coexistence of global fitness convergence and genotypic

diversity

OptiEvo theory implies that, given sufficient time, evolution of

an organism’s population in a constant homogeneous environ-

ment should always converge to the same globally optimal fitness

value. No local peaks or valleys should exist to trap the evolution

process (see (d) below for the condition of an exception).

However, this globally optimal fitness value may correspond to

a manifold of different genotypes that are reached by taking

different evolutionary paths. Even in the special case of the

manifold reducing to a single fitness peak, the globally optimal

genotype may still be reached by different pathways.

(b) Connected global optima

The different genotypes at the top of a fitness landscape are

connected. Thus, evolving between them does not require going

through valley genotypes.

(c) Non-existence of reciprocal sign epistasis

The phenomenon of epistasis (Fig. 1) arises when the fitness

effect of a mutation depends on its genetic background.14 Certain
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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types of epistasis correspond to multiple evolutionary pathways

up the landscape (Fig. 1(i)), while others can render some

evolutionary pathways inaccessible and slow down the dynamics

(efficiency) of evolution (Fig. 1(ii)), but these inaccessible geno-

types are not true fitness traps because the global fitness optimum

can still be reached by alternative evolutionary trajectories.

According to OptiEvo theory, the only type of epistasis that

cannot exist (under satisfaction of the sufficient flexibility

condition) is reciprocal sign epistasis (Fig. 1(iii)), which will

create local fitness peaks (i.e., traps) that can prevent the global

fitness maxima from being reached by genetic changes corre-

sponding to neighboring fitness excursions.
(d) Condition for the existence of local sub-optimal peaks

Although OptiEvo theory does not predict ab initio whether the

sufficient flexibility condition is satisfied for a particular evolu-

tion process, it provides a basis to assess the satisfaction of the

condition and its consequences from laboratory data. Local sub-

optimal fitness peaks or separated global maxima can exist only

when the sufficient flexibility condition is violated, i.e.,

constraints in the evolutionary changes of the genome prevent

accessing important domains of the fitness landscape. Statisti-

cally, the probability for the occurence of such a violation

decreases for larger genomes, which inherently can generate

more alleles for traversing the fitness landscape. This exception

aside, the inherent lack of local peaks in OptiEvo theory
Fig. 1 Magnitude and sign epistasis for a two-nucleotide, two-allele

system. Evolution starts from the genotype ab and ends with AB. (i):

Magnitude epistasis leads to different selection coefficients for the two

pathways (ab/Ab/AB and ab/ aB/AB), but both pathways are

evolutionarily accessible because the fitness value always increases in each

evolution step. (ii): Sign epistasis makes the pathway ab / Ab / AB

inaccessible (because the fitness of Ab is lower than that of ab), while

ab / aB / AB is still accessible. (iii): Reciprocal sign epistasis makes

both pathways inaccessible and isolates the two genotypes ab and AB.

According to OptiEvo theory, this type of epistasis cannot exist when the

sufficient flexibility condition is satisfied.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
contrasts with other traditional formulation of fitness landscapes

in evolution.

Predictions (a)–(d) are presented above in the context of

natural evolution, but they also have implications for directed

evolution.3,7 First, if the directed evolution experiments are

performed for an adequately large number of generations, then

generally multiple sequences should be discovered that provide

the same fitness value. Second, if repeating the evolution exper-

iments consistently results in different maximal fitness values,

then the sequence space involved may not be large enough to

satisfy the sufficient flexibility condition. Third, allowing muta-

tions to be performed on a larger number of nucleic acids can

reduce the possibility of local trapping (by more likely satisfying

the sufficient flexibility condition, thereby leading to enhanced

accessibility of the evolution landscape) and facilitate more

complete convergence of the targeted properties.
4 Practical assessment of OptiEvo theory

Below we compare predictions (a)–(d) of OptiEvo theory with

results obtained from various laboratory natural evolution

studies. A large number of experiments involve fitness measure-

ments; here we assess those that (1) contain sufficiently quanti-

tative data and (2) address the character of fitness landscapes.

Most of these studies involve microorganisms due to their many

operational advantages.8 A summary of these experiments along

with a more detailed discussion of their relationship to OptiEvo

theory is presented in ESI B†.

Before examining the validity of OptiEvo theory from the

natural evolution literature, we remark on the associated

circumstances found in directed evolution. Based on the two

criteria above, current practice in directed evolution experiments

tends to make their outcome less conclusive regarding landscape

topology, due to the usually small number of iterations (gener-

ations) and imposed restrictions on genetic changes. However,

a recent work by Rowe et al.26 showed convergence of fitness

value (binding affinity of aptamers to glucose-6-phosphate

dehydrogenase) in nine independent experiments after only five

iterations. The authors suggested that these different sequences

are located on ‘‘a peak on the fitness landscape with a broad

basin of attraction’’, which clearly implies a trap-free landscape

according to prediction (a) of OptiEvo theory. In addition,

a review of the fitness landscapes in directed protein evolution27

described multiple cases suggesting that ‘‘many solutions exist for

any given problem, and there are often many paths that lead

uphill, one step at a time’’, which also agrees well with the

predictions of OptiEvo theory.

Laboratory work examining fitness landscapes in natural

evolution has been carried out in cases involving either a single or

a small number of mutable components (e.g., impacting an

enzyme28,29 or a small regulatory motif30,31 within the whole

genome. The gene mutations in these experiments were per-

formed on a few nucleotides that were known to be critical in

both the function and the evolutionary history of these compo-

nents. Fitness values were then measured for some or all of the

alleles. Although these studies cannot characterize the fitness

landscape of the whole genome, they provide important advan-

tages in their relative ease in defining the fitness and the possi-

bility of assaying a large proportion of the relevant genotypic
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 900–906 | 903
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space. In all of these studies,28–31 the fitness landscapes were

found to contain a single global optimum and no local sub-

optimal peaks. Multiple evolutionary trajectories that converged

to the global fitness maximum, by only single base-pair substi-

tutions, were also identified in all these studies. Epistasis was

found to render many of the evolutionary pathways inaccessible,

but reciprocal sign epistasis was not observed in any of these

studies. These collective results are consistent with OptiEvo

theory predictions (a) and (c). The fact that multiple genotypes

with the same optimal fitness value were not observed may

simply be the result of performing focused mutations. The very

likely existence of neutral mutations (outside the focused nucle-

otides) starting from the globally optimal genotype may imme-

diately lead to a connected submanifold of genotypes at the top

of the expanded fitness landscape, as suggested by OptiEvo

theory prediction (b). A summary of these evolution experiments

is provided in ESI B.1†.

Evolution experiments on bacteria and viruses have been

conducted to understand the topology of the whole-genome

fitness landscapes and its effect on evolution. The experiments

can be categorized into two main classes. The first class involves

replicate populations of microbes, where two or more pop-

ulations are propagated under identical conditions.8,32,33 The

fitness values as well as genotypic or phenotypic characteristics

are then determined and compared after a certain number of

generations. Another class of experiments concern the phenom-

enon of reverse evolution.8,32,34 In these experiments, (often

monoclonal) microbes fully adapted to an ancestral condition A

are placed in a different condition B. After a certain period of

evolution, the microbes are transferred back to condition A and

given time for adaptation. Since these experiments do not

quantify the fitness of every possible intermediate allele in the

evolution process, the fitness landscapes cannot be fully char-

acterized. However, the outcome of the evolution experiments is

directly related to the topology of the underlying fitness land-

scapes and can be used to discriminate different models/theories.

Along the line summarized above, a well known laboratory

evolution experiment has been running over 30 000 generations

since 1988 on twelve initially identical Escherichia coli pop-

ulations in identical glucose-limited minimal medium.35–38 It was

observed that the fitness converged to similar values,35–37 while

cell morphology, physiology, and mutation rates showed large

variations across different populations (summarized in ref. 39

and in ESI B.2†). Genetic studies of these cell lines showed that,

after 20 000 generations, evolution is rarely identical at the base

pair level,38 but more similar at the gene level38 and in global

gene-expression profiles.40 These results demonstrate the coex-

istence of fitness convergence (and the convergence of closely

related properties, such as gene-expression profiles, to a lesser

extent) and the diversity of genotypes and certain phenotypes,

which agrees with prediction (a) of OptiEvo theory. A recent

genome-wide sequencing study also revealed substantial intra-

population diversity and potential alternative pathways that led

to the same fitness peak.41 We note that although the fitness

values are not identical, the limited differences are unlikely to be

the result of a rugged landscape, which generally implies multiple

fitness peaks with very different heights. These fitness differences

may arise from environmental heterogeneity or insufficient

evolution time. Similar results were also observed in other
904 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 900–906
evolution experiments involving replicate populations, summa-

rized in ESI B.2†.

Recently, a citrate-using strain (Cit+) appeared from the

long-term E. coli evolution experiment.42 Experimental results

suggest that the appearance of this phenotype is historically

contingent, building on some potentiating genetic changes that

occurred in recent generations. Two scenarios can occur

according to OptiEvo theory. First, based on prediction (a), the

Cit� strain that finally led to the Cit+ strain was on a high-

dimensional saddle (plane) of the fitness landscape. Conse-

quently, the former strain can be easily lost in random drift,

explaining why it took so many generations for Cit+ to appear.

In this case, the potentiating mutations can be either epistatic

mutations or mutations physically required for the Cit+

phenotype. However, we do not expect reciprocal sign epistasis

to be the cause for the late arrival of Cit+. Second, based on

prediction (d), it is also possible that the Cit� strains may not

satisfy the sufficient flexibility condition (hence there is a false

local trap) when the fitness function of the organism also

includes the ‘‘unconventional’’ option of citrate utilization,

while the potentiating genetic changes eliminated this trap. The

OptiEvo predictions in this particular case may be evaluated by

subsequent targeted experiments.

Reverse evolution experiments (summarized in ESI B.3†) also

show that ancestral fitness values can be recovered given suffi-

cient evolution time. Genetic data show that reverse evolution

mostly results from compensatory mutations43,44 instead of back

mutations,45 indicating the existence of multiple evolutionary

trajectories. These results are consistent with OptiEvo theory

predictions (a) and (c).

Prediction (b) of OptiEvo theory states that different optimal

genotypes should be fully connected. Most of the evidence

related to this prediction is indirect and comes from speciation

studies.11 A recent experiment on Antirrhinum46 species (see ESI

B.4†) provided the first evidence that phenotypically distinct

species, that are well adapted in similar environments, may be

adjacent in genotypic space, which is consistent with OptiEvo

theory. The data was considered to agree with Gavrilet’s model

of holey landscapes,11 which addresses the same problem from

a statistical perspective.

In some evolution experiments, convergence of fitness was not

observed. An often cited experiment involved the RNA bacte-

riophage f6, where two genetically different virus populations

with similar fitness values repeatedly evolved toward different

fitness maxima47 (see ESI B.3†). This experiment was considered

by many as proof for the existence of local fitness peaks. Based

on OptiEvo theory, two situations can occur. First, the relatively

short evolution experiment (about 100 generations) may not

have allowed for convergence of the fitness value. In fact, most of

the non-convergent cases have been observed in short evolu-

tionary experiments. Second, this experiment may be a true

example of local fitness optima. Note that small genome sizes,

such as those for viruses, can result in a higher susceptibility to

genetic constraints, producing epistasis, population bottlenecks,

and clonal interference.48 Based on prediction (d) of OptiEvo

theory, these constraints can cause some of the transformations

G / G0 to be inaccessible, thereby leading to a violation of the

sufficient flexibility condition and subsequently false local traps

in the corresponding fitness landscape.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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In addition to microorganisms, laboratory evolution studies

have also been performed on higher organisms, such as

Drosophila9,49 and C. elegans50 (see ESI B.5†). Reverse evolution

of various Drosophila phenotypes has been shown to lead to

differentiated evolution patterns, which are historically contin-

gent and can depend on both standing genetic variation and new

mutations. It was also observed that phenotypes considered to be

tightly related to fitness tend to converge better than the less-

related properties.51 For these organisms, since there is no good

way of relating fitness to phenotypes, and the length of evolution

is usually short, caution is needed in assessing these observations

in relation to OptiEvo theory.

Another area of relevance is affinity maturation of antibodies

in higher organisms.52 There are several experiments suggesting

that a trap-free fitness landscape underlies affinity maturation

(see ESI B.6†). However, because the antibody–antigen affinity is

not necessarily a good proxy for the organism’s fitness, and the

selection step in affinity maturation may not be solely based on

affinity,53 OptiEvo theory may not always be applicable to

affinity maturation.
5 Conclusion

The paper formulated the physically-grounded and mathemati-

cally rigorous OptiEvo theory to analyze the general topology of

fitness landscapes in biological evolution. OptiEvo theory views

an organism’s population as an open system and natural evolu-

tion as a stochastic process of fitness optimization. The theory

states that, when gene changes in evolution can provide sufficient

flexibility to adequately access local landscape structure, then (1)

genotypic fitness landscapes should be free of local traps and (2)

the globally optimal genotypes are connected. A comparison of

several predictions of OptiEvo with empirical evidence from

laboratory evolution experiments implies that the sufficient

flexibility condition can be satisfied in many evolution processes.

Consequently, OptiEvo theory provides a physical explanation

for (a) the apparent contradiction between fitness convergence

and genome complexity in many evolution processes, as well as

(b) the potential cause of local fitness traps (i.e., violation of the

sufficient flexibility condition). In addition, OptiEvo theory has

important implications for directed evolution. In particular,

OptiEvo suggests that, while focusing mutations on a small

number of nucleotides in directed evolution may enable quick

improvement in the target fitness, performing more extensive

mutations can be more effective in reaching the global fitness

optimum.

OptiEvo theory is formulated assuming that the environment

is constant and homogeneous during the evolutionary process.

When the environment changes, the local geometry of the fitness

landscapes will change accordingly, but the general landscape

topological properties will remain the same; hence, although

environmental changes may reduce the fitness of an organism’s

population temporarily, they will not impede its general evolv-

ability. In a heterogeneous environment, the population can be

considered as an aggregation of sub-populations that are each

exposed to homogeneous ‘‘sub-environments’’. However, since

each sub-population may also be affected to some degree by the

other sub-populations in a dynamic fashion, collectively the

whole population may not be viewed as being exposed to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
a constant environment. As a result, OptiEvo theory in its

present form cannot be directly applied to this situation. OptiEvo

is also formulated with the assumption that a fitness value can be

quantified into a ‘‘cost function’’ to drive evolution. In some

cases, such as the evolution of higher organisms, a scalar defi-

nition of fitness may not be appropriate, and fitness may need to

be represented by a set of properties. In such circumstances,

OptiEvo theory needs to be extended to utilize the mathematics

in multi-observable, Pareto optimization.54

As stated in the Introduction, OptiEvo theory also lies in the

context of OptiChem theory17,18 for optimizing chemical

synthesis and material properties, as well as the manipulation of

fundamental quantum dynamics phenomena.19,20 These collec-

tive theories rest on the same basic foundations and assumptions

with common conclusions about their respective fitness land-

scape topologies confirmed by experimental evidence. Deter-

mining the full consequence of these inclusive principles of fitness

landscape topology within OptiEvo, OptiChem and controlled

quantum mechanical phenomena presents an intriguing chal-

lenge of possibly broad significance in the sciences. This unifying

theory will be the focus of a subsequent work.
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